
The WThe Wolf and the Wolf and the Woodsmanoodsman
by Ava Reid
Inspired by Hungarian history and Jewish mythology, this debut
novel follows Évike, a young pagan woman, as she, rescued by
Gáspár, the one-eyed captain of the Woodsmen (and a disgraced
prince), makes a tenuous pact to stop his brother from instigating a
violent reign.

AriadneAriadne
by Jennifer Saint
For fans of Madeline Miller's Circe. This feminist retelling of the
Greek Myth of Theseus and the Minotaur follows Ariadne as she
defies the gods and betrays her family and country to help Theseus,
her love, kill the Minotaur. Will Ariadne's decision lead to a happy
ending? And what of the beloved younger sister she left behind?

MMeeeet Mt Me in Anoe in Another Lifther Lifee
by Catriona Silvey
Thora and Santi are strangers in a foreign city when a chance
encounter intertwines their fates, and they recognize in each other
a longing for more out of life. Days later, a tragic accident cuts their
story short. But this is only one of the many connections they share.
They meet again in different realities, in a love story that explores
what defines us and how our choices can change everything.
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SorrSorroowlandwland
by Rivers Solomon
Fleeing from the strict religious compound where she was raised,
Vern, in the safety of the forest, gives birth to twins. To keep her
small family safe, she unleashes brutality far beyond what a person
should be capable of. Her body becomes wracked by uncanny
changes. To understand her metamorphosis and protect her family,
Vern must face the past, and a future outside the woods.

HHummingbirummingbird Salamanderd Salamander
by Jeff Vandermeer
After receiving the taxidermied specimens of two endangered
species, a software manager becomes the target of the
ecoterrorists and wildlife traffickers behind a catastrophic global
conspiracy. By the award-winning author of the Southern Reach
trilogy.

The Chosen and the BeautifulThe Chosen and the Beautiful
by Nghi Vo
Step back into the time of Gatsby, but from a different point of view.
Treated as an exotic attraction by her peers, Jordan Baker, queer
and Asian, has the world of illusion, magic and mystery at her
fingertips but the most important doors remain closed to her until
she can figure out a way to open them. (LGBTQ)

PrProject Hoject Hail Mail Maryary
by Andy Weir
The sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission to save both
humanity and the earth, Ryland Grace is hurtled into the depths of
space to conquer an extinction-level threat to our species.
From the best-selling author of The Martian.
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